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1. Zero Cost Marketplace 2.0
The Zero Cost Marketplace is a modern marketplace for products and
services, with the exception of money. It is based on Blockchain
technology and offers to solve one of the most urgent problems in
today's world - high prices.
One of the first Zero Cost Marketplaces on the planet to provide free
goods and services for people all over the world, including those who
are living in poverty. A global, peer-to-peer marketplace for trade and
services with a decentralized economy.
The Concept enables individuals from any country to buy or sell goods
and services globally without any barriers of time, distance or language
as well as eliminating the need for an intermediary such as eBay or
Amazon.
We have seen this happen before when the internet started to develop
and it became easier to communicate internationally and send messages
instantly, even through email which had been invented earlier on but
not really popularized yet at that point in time.
Sellers pay no commission fees and there are no listings prices, product
listings will be free of charge for all users who want to sell their products
on our platform
Our marketplace will be open to people from all over the world - we
don't care about borders when it comes to commerce
The WEOWNS Project is a new global system of values, where everyone
can get the opportunity to realize their idea. The Concept is a
marketplace for the new economy, based on the blockchain technology
that gives everyone an opportunity to become part of it.
We are creating our own new Zero Cost economy blockchain technology
where your hard work and time are not exploited by others for their
own profit, but shared with everyone in a way that creates a better
world for all of us.
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A zero cost economy where your hard work and time are not exploited
by others for their own profit, but shared with everyone in a way that
creates a better world for all of us.
The Concept promotes unity between all people on earth without any
barriers through our decentralized platform which connects
communities worldwide based on trust, equality and love among others
values that are important for humanity's growth and development."
Imagine a world where all transaction costs are reduced or eliminated
with secure transactions in real-time without borders or boundaries? We
offer a fully functioning High Value Zero payment economy ecosystem
for the secure Zero Cost Economy and coins that can be used by anyone
across any border around the globe at no cost to you!
A revolution in payments where we can create local and regional
currencies and promote trade, production, and consumption within
communities on a global scale..
This means that all people will be able to live their lives without any
monetary concerns as everything will be provided by the community at
no cost!
With a competent development strategy and team of highly professional
programmers who have helped to develop WeownomyChat, WEOWNS
will have a fully complete blockchain that provides its customers with
zero cost economy, enabling free trade or use coins in a wide zero cost
ecosystem.
WEOWNS is decentralized, with no central authority that could
interfere with transactions between users and traders of goods and
services who are on different continents or countries.
There will be no fees whatsoever for trading, buying, selling goods and
services on the platform.
WEOWNS is a decentralized, cost-free currency for an efficient world
with no transaction fees and has fast transactions times of less than 5
seconds on average.
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The issuing of WEOWNS is carried out collectively by the network,
without any central authority; managing zero cost economy transactions
and eliminating banks to create new opportunities in emerging markets..
It provides an open source platform with data transparency and full
traceability on all steps of the supply chain process to ensure security
and quality standards are met at every stage.
WEOWNS is open-source, its design is public, nobody owns or controls
WEOWNS and everyone can take part in it. Thanks to many of its
unique features, WEOWNS is able to provide such exceptional Zero
Cost Economy that could not be previously provided by the existing
decentralized payment systems.
We're developing a new type of cryptocurrency that is not based on
blockchain mining like Bitcoin and Ethereum but on the value of its
usability in an ecosystem with no fees for usage - there are no
transaction fees, storage costs or miner rewards so it can be used
globally by everyone without any need for special knowledge about
cryptocurrencies.
The WEOWNS Protocol allows users to create their own economy
within our system through free transactions (0% fees) on all services like
sending messages, buying digital goods, etc.
It's a place where people can buy, sell, or trade goods and services
without any middlemen taking a cut of the profits. Imagine how much
more money you would have if you didn't have to pay Facebook,
Google or other companies for their service!
Unlike traditional social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram
or Twitter which charge monthly fees, this is an ad-free and anonymous
platform that has no costs associated with it whatsoever! Participate in
Zero Cost Economy with anonymity and speed, all while saving money!
Using WEOWNS Card allows for free transactions between users of our
cryptocurrency which means no fees on withdrawals or deposits to
banks, exchanges or other crypto wallets.
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WEOWNS cardholders can spend cryptocurrency at over 36 million
locations worldwide by using an electronic chip that's connected to your
smartphone or laptop via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). This allows you
to bypass costly conversion rates while still having full control over your
funds
Transaction fees are never charged to users, giving them access to
financial services without spending their own money or paying out-ofpocket expenses.
The Concept is a first of its kind, an idea that will revolutionize the
world economy by making it truly free to use all over the world with
no cost at all!
The Concept's Zero Cost Economy technology means there are no
transaction fees, which could revolutionize social media as we know it
today, allowing users to profit from their content without ads or
sponsored posts. With this cryptocurrency, you'll have the power to
control your content, build your audience and finally get paid what you
deserve!
WEOWNS is the world's first zero-fee proof of stake coin, built on the
foundation of peer-to-peer transactions and decentralization for true
financial freedom.
The Concept is a multifunctional coin that allows users to stake their
coins in order to generate revenue from them, or use them as they please
without having to pay any fees. This means that there are no central
points of failure when it comes to using WEOWNS which makes it the
perfect platform for building a truly decentralized economy with
virtually unlimited transactions per second at minimal cost.
The mainnet will be built on top of all transactions being run through
proof-of-stake protocols which are much more climate friendly than
other mining algorithms because they don't require extensive
computational power like Bitcoin does. This means that less energy is
required for each transaction meaning better efficiency and
sustainability while also helping prevent climate change."
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With WEOWNS you can create your own masternode to receive staking
rewards on our low-energy proof of stake blockchain, make instant zero
payment transactions with others, or just accumulate for later use in a
revolutionary new economy.
With blockchain powering our platform we can offer secure transactions
without any fees or third party interference - all information will be
made available in real time so that users know what they're getting
before making their purchase decision (i.e., pricing info, product
availability).
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2. WEOWNS Overview
2.1 Our Mission
WEOWNS is building a global marketplace for goods and services,
connecting sellers with buyers around the world. The current economic
system has left billions of people with limited opportunities for growth
and prosperity. WEOWN is a new type of global marketplace that
empowers anyone to trade goods, services, skills or knowledge globally
without borders.
All transactions are peer-to-peer and do not require any intermediaries
like banks or credit card companies because all payments are made in
our native cryptocurrency called WEONs (WEOWN's).
We believe that access should be free so everyone can connect to the
world around them through trade.
WEOWNS is the world's first true decentralization project that will
change how we think about our economy and society. With our
platform, you can create a new economy for your business and bring in
more revenue. Anyone can enter the crypto world at any time - without
technical knowledge or skills required to understand blockchain
technology.
The WEOWNS team are developing the next - - generation blockchain,
which is the basis for the creation of a new Zero Cost economy payment
network and transaction services. Our decentralized blockchain
transaction network is open for everyone to use, and our token exchange
enables the purchase of goods and services with WEOWNS tokens.
Blockchain creates a secure, transparent and unchangeable system of
storing information which guarantees the safety of all transactions and
data storage operations without any fees or commissions on transactions
or information storage operations whatsoever.
A zero cost, fast and reliable global service that provides users with
necessary tools for developing private economic relations. By means of
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providing a decentralized network, in which all operations are
processed without any additional intermediaries or regulators by smart
contracts on the Zero Cost Marketplace blockchain.
You can also create a store to sell goods or offer services that would only
be available to those who are connected to your private network
through WEOWNS.
Whether you're an individual or a company, you can use our encryption
services to safely communicate on your private channel with any person
around the world without revealing your identity.
WEOWNS does not store any personal data of its users and guarantees
100% confidentiality in communications.
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2.2 Our Goals.
WEOWNS will be the new generation of global marketplace that is not
only free but also safe and independent from any governance or third
party intermediaries.
With all the benefits mentioned above, you can start making money by
selling goods on a global scale without paying anything in fees - this
never existed before! You are in control of your funds at all times - no
one can freeze them or make changes to them unless you agree to it!
Trade anonymously and securely from anywhere in the world at no cost
- this creates opportunities for people who are not allowed to have bank
accounts because they are undocumented immigrants or refugees.
This new blockchain-based economy will allow everyone from every
corner of the world to have access to all necessary tools in order to
prosper financially without any kind of intermediary or middleman
entity which only benefits the elite minority at the expense of others,
creating better living conditions for all humanity through
decentralization and anonymity by means of its groundbreaking
architecture called 'The Trustless System'.
We're taking a unique approach to digital assets by creating a new class
called "Zero Cost Payment Circulation".
All transactions will be carried out in WEOWNS tokens, which would
provide access to the system worldwide at no cost whatsoever and allow
free conversion between different types of digital assets without
restrictions imposed by the financial institutions that control them.
Transaction fees are eliminated and can be done with any type of digital
asset or cryptocurrency, including fiat currencies like USD and EURO.
Imagine a system where transactions happen instantaneously with no
charges on any side? We have it!
DLT is a powerful new technology that will make our blockchain
network more secure than ever before while providing decentralization
benefits to users all over the world.
9

WEOWNS coin - reliable tool for sustainable living. The company strives
to create a common space where everyone who wants to share their
knowledge has access to new technologies that allow you not only enjoy
your favorite things but also get valuable rewards while doing it!
With an innovative economic model and a powerful technological
infrastructure, we've created a revolutionary tokenized economy where
people can trade goods and services without any middlemen,
transaction fees or censorship
Weownomy's goal is not only to connect ecosystems but also drive
commerce between them by facilitating cross-border trade without
geographical limitations or currency exchange fees.
Our Goal is to reduce the cost of production while increasing quality by
using our own blockchain to manage payments for all transactions
between manufacturers, distributors, retailers and customers in order to
provide transparency into the supply chain.
Unlike other networks, Weownomy's ZERO payment circulation
network has no fees at all - even for transactions between users!
This platform consists of three components; (1) Owning/Exchanging (2)
Trading goods and services; and (3) Providing investment opportunities
in cryptocurrencies.
3. New Technologies of WEOWNS
3.1 Blockchain architecture
WEOWNS is the first blockchain with an innovative and revolutionary
architecture that would allow fast zero transactions and communication,
which has been designed to be used by anyone, anywhere in the world.
With our global network users can exchange digital assets from any
country without intermediaries or borders to prevent frauds and scams
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on both sides, creating a safe environment for everyone involved in the
transaction process - sender and receiver alike.
Compared to Bitcoin, the WEOWNS Network has a significantly higher
throughput capacity that can process millions of transactions per second
on a sustainable Proof-of-Stake protocol.
You'll never have to pay for transactions on the WEOWNS blockchain
because all transactions are verified through proof of stake validation which means you only need to hold onto your coins to earn more coins!
The WEOWNS Proof of Stake algorithm underpins all transactions on
the network with no extra energy consumption required, reducing your
carbon footprint by up to 50%.
The WEOWNS blockchain has a low transaction cost that can process up
to 1000 transactions per second.
Connecting communities around the globe to build a decentralized
network for finance, health care and social welfare.
WEOWNS is a decentralized, public blockchain infrastructure that
combines both the physical and virtual world's infrastructure to provide
an advanced cross-chain solution for any industry.
We'll be developing and creating our own blockchain by combining both
the physical and virtual worlds' infrastructures so we can solve any
industry with our cross-chain solutions.
Our blockchain will be used by all people in the world, allowing
everyone to use it with ease and without any boundaries.
Businesses can trade securely without the risk of fraud, tampering or
interference from third parties with blockchain architecture because it is
transparent and immutable by design.
Businesses can trade securely without the risk of fraud, tampering or
interference from third parties with blockchain architecture because it is
transparent and immutable by design.
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With decentralized applications on the blockchain, individuals have
more control over their data and who they share it with - making them
safer from cybercrime while also providing true freedom in terms of
mobility and location independence.
3.2 Masternodes
Blockchain architecture with Masternodes-nodes that not only store a
copy of the entire blockchain and conduct zero cost transactions but also
perform all the key Zero Cost Economy transactions to ensure the
accurate operation of the network.
We are building a decentralized economy, where anyone can participate
in any way they want without having to ask for permission from any
central authority or pay high fees.
Our Proof of Stake (PoS) algorithm ensures the highest level of security
while reducing the computational power needed to verify transactions.
We've eliminated transaction fees in order to make it more affordable for
all users. The most advanced and cost-effective network in the world.
We're designing a new global economy that's fast, fair and affordable for
everyone - including you! All transactions on the WEOWNS blockchain
are Zero Cost Economy transactions, meaning they're free of charge for
all users no matter how big or small your business is!
We're Building a Secure, Decentralized Network. Masternodes operators
are rewarded for keeping this Zero Cost payment network running.
WEOWNS Coin uses the Proof of Stake (POS) mining algorithm to
ensure that it has a sustainable and green method of generating coins
without any high energy costs like Bitcoin or Ethereum require.
Also WEOWNS Masternodes perform such functions as:





Supporting the Zero Cost Economy payment network,
Generating blocks and conf irming transactions,
Increasing the level of transaction confidentiality,
Increasing the speed of transactions (60 seconds),
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 Serving as the basis for the distribution of income among the
owners.
WEOWNS uses Proof-of-Stake (PoS) instead of Proof-of-Work (PoW),
meaning our system is more efficient than Bitcoin or Ethereum’s because
we do not require computing power or specialized hardware to run a
node on our network.
The goal is to create a platform that can be used globally with no fees
attached whatsoever so people can send and receive funds without any
additional costs associated with it.
Earn WEOWNS by maintaining the Blockchain, hosting a node or
helping grow the community with various tasks that are vital to our
success.
Setting up WEOWNS Masternodes is relatively simple even for novice
users. Moreover, technical support for setting up WEOWNS
Masternodes is always available.
In order to create WEOWNS Masternodes, you would not only need to
meet the collateral requirements but also have:
A dedicated server

A dedicated IP address

A 24/7 online mode

In addition to the above-mentioned requirements, you would also need
to monitor software updates that are regularly carried out by WEOWNS
IT-specialists.
THE STEPS TO RUN THE NETWORK ARE AS FOLLOWS:
1. New transactions are broadcasted to all nodes
2. Each node collects new transactions into a block.
3. Each node works on finding a proof-of-stake for its block.
4. When the node finds a proof-of-stake, it broadcasts the block to all
nodes.
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5. Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it are valid.
6. The acceptance of the block is done by working on creating the
next block in the chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the
previous hash.
Nodes always prefer a longer chain to be checked.
Hosting WEOWNS Masternodes requires a computer with Internet
access and an operating balance of WEOWNS coins.
All these requirements ensure that WEOWNS Masternodes operators
have a significant stake in the project, which significantly increases the
overall security of the system.
3.3 WEOWNS Zero Cost Economy Payment network
With its global accessibility, users can send and receive payments from
anywhere around the world without any restrictions or delays related to
conversion rates or time zones.
There are no fees for transactions or withdrawals in WEOWNS because
it is based on a decentralized architecture that does not require
intermediaries to process the transactions.
Sending money with traditional cryptocurrencies can be expensive and
time-consuming. With WEOWNS, you can send any amount anywhere
in the world for free.
Our payment system has a very high transaction capacity - up to 100 000
transactions per second!
WEOWNS’ application combines the convenience of cash with security
from theft and fraud, reducing reliance on plastic cards while increasing
access to funds for people who don't have bank accounts or credit cards
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Paying people back has never been easier! Send money to someone's
mobile phone in seconds - they don't even have to be online at that
moment!
Transactions are completed instantly, without third party interference or
waiting periods, all while maintaining your privacy.
It also becomes possible to make microtransaction, such as rewarding
WeownomyChat social media app users for using it.
3.4 Digital Crypto Zero Cost Payment Card WEOWNS
The key tool for accessing the WEOWNS Zero Cost payment based
blockchain solution is an innovative crypto card.
THIS CRYPTO CARD HAS FOUR MAIN FUNCTIONS:
1. WEOWNS Digital Crypto Zero Cost Payment Card is an ultrasecure cold crypto wallet designed to store digital assets and asset
protection.
WEOWNS Digital Crypto Zero Cost Payment Card is equipped
with a chip element that complies with CC EALS + banking
security standards. One of the important advantages of the
WEOWNS crypto card is its multi-currency feature.
WEOWNS uses the BIP39 key backup method, and also provides
the ability to set an eight-digit PIN-code and a passphrase with
subsequent binding to the backup PIN-codes.
2. Crypto card WEOWNS is also an analog of a savings account,
providing the ability to place crypto deposits.
Thanks to the innovative WEOWNS technology, you can set up
any conditions for accessing your assets and no one will be able to
access your account until these conditions are met.
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THE WEOWNS CRYPTO CARD ALLOWS TO:





Store digital assets (cold wallet).
Savings account.
Paying to merchants in crypto.
Use it as a 2FA safe key.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
 Access conditions are entered into the WEOWNS blockchain as
part of a block
 Any asset transfer is made based on specified conditions.
At the time of purchase, the cardholder transfers the data from the card
through the gold merchant app. The request goes to the merchant
system. After that, the cardholder can make a payment using
cryptocurrency. The WEOWNS merchant system recognizes the wallet
key and identifies it in the ecosystem, while simultaneously checking the
balance of the card and performing the operation.
3. WEOWNS crypto card is a tool for accessing two-factor
authentication across the entire ecosystem. The cardholder does
not need to have a separate authentication key for each platform.
When the card is opened, it generates a coin that changes every 60
seconds, which allows two-factor authentication for any
WEOWNS service.
The service is available to the entire crypto community with the
help of a fast and reliable API, which allows the cardholder to
authenticate on an unlimited number of crypto platforms.
The WEOWNS Card package comes with a 1.23mm card and a
regular charging device, ready to execute instant crypto payments.
Charging in less than 1 hour and with a stand-by lifetime battery
of no less than 60 days, the waterproof WEOWNS Card has the
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latest nanotechnology defined not only by its thickness-1.23mm,
but also by the 1.3inch display, Apollo512 MCU, 15mAH battery,
BLE 4.2, and secure NXP13B180 chip element.
The software behind the WEOWNS Card ensures the highest
security of the wallet private keys, making the transfer of the
assets impossible without the physical ownership of the card.
Available for both iOS and Android, the app was created to
manage and transfer assets without the risk of being hacked.
Ensuring an extensive ecosystem for the crypto community, the
WEOWNS card will be among the first crypto cards in the world
connected to a crypto merchant.
This provides the users the possibility to directly purchase Zero
cost goods with a cryptocurrency like with any other regular card.
WEOWNS card provides not only the advantages of a simple cold
wallet, but is also a crypto savings cold wallet, a Zero cost
payment crypto wallet, and finally, a security device for all your
assets including the accounts in our ecosystem.

4 Coinomics of WEOWNS
4.1 The Zero Cost Economic Model of WEOWNS
WEOWNS is a collection of high-quality services that rely on their own
blockchain, and actively form an elite community and a structured Zero
Cost Economy ecosystem.
The WEOWNS Zero cost economic strategy is based on a transparent
business model, which is focused on providing access to the blockchain
network, ensuring safe, zero cost transactions and the sale of Zero cost
products and services with a high-security level.
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A distinctive feature of this project’s economic strategy is a strong
connection to the community, which is characterized by the ability to
receive stable income through active participation in the project’s
infrastructure expansion.
This becomes possible due to the combination of two security levels,
Proof-of-Stake (PoS) & Masternode.
WEOWNS is proud to be the developer and flagship of the
revolutionary Zero Cost Economy technology, which successfully
delivers personal annual income while implementing a deflationary
coinomics model.
Since the Zero Cost fees, generated from all of the blockchain
transactions, are burned, the new coins generated for stakers and
masternode suppliers will be close to the spent quantity of coins from
ecosystems users.
Also, since a high number of coins is consumed, with an increase in the
number of zero cost transactions, the demand of WEOWNS might grow
accordingly.
4.2 Factors of organic growth of the WEOWNS coin rate
4.2.1 Technology, Zero Cost Economy, and infrastructure support of
the WEOWNS coin
WEOWNS is the backbone of a Zero Cost high-tech payment economy
system. Merchants and online shops as well as service providers can be
connected and accept payments with WEOWNS. You can buy zero cost
goods and pay services with crypto currency, which has absolute
liquidity in all Zero Cost Economy, infrastructure, and payment services
of WEOWNS.
In case you ever decide that you no longer want to trade or acquire
goods and services with WEOWNS, you can stake it and exchange the
rewards for physical gold through our partners and pick it up almost
anywhere around the gold, at any stage of the project.
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4.2.2 An Exclusive Access Key
The payment of Zero Cost transactions and access to WEOWNS Zero
Cost Economy services is carried out exclusively in coins, which are the
key to access Mainnet. The growing demand for WEOWNS Coins, with
an increase in the number of zero cost transactions and an increase in the
popularity of the zero cost product and services offered, leads to an
increase in the demand.
4.2.3 Zero Costs Transactions burning
The possible demand growth of the WEOWNS Coin is ensured by
burning all WEOWNS Coins that the blockchain receives in the form of
zero cost transaction cost. This allows tight control of the circulation
supply and aims the demand increase.
4.3 WEOWNS Masternodes
WEOWNS provides minted rewards for the stakers and masternode
holders. The staking and masternode rewards are paid in WEOWNS
Coins that can be immediately converted into gold coin and then
forwarded to physical gold.
In order to ensure the dynamic development of the WEOWNS
blockchain-based zero cost payment system, it becomes necessary to
create a maximum possible number of servers that would contain a full
copy of the blockchain.
This contributes to maintaining high WEOWNS security and project
decentralization.
In addition to directly contributing to the ecosystem and security of the
coin, masternode operators will earn a 7.5% per annum revenue from
the volume of collateral coins.
4.3.1 WEOWNS MASTERNODE PARAMETERS:
 Reward – 60% Per Year
 Collateral- 749.999 coins
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The collateral is locked by the blockchain for 12 months, after which the
assets must be transferred within 10 days, otherwise, the Masternode
will be extended for another 12 months. The coins, generated from
Masternodes, can be instantly exchanged for physical gold at our
partners gold shop.
4.3.2 WEOWNS Staking
WEOWNS Staking is the process of storing WEOWNS Coins in a
cryptocurrency wallet. During this period you receive a reward for the
simple fact of holding coins Staking WEOWNS coins is the easiest and
most affordable way to earn cryptocurrency.’
WEOWNS STAKING PARAMATERS:
 Reward- 60% per year
 Minimum – 249.999 coins
There is no maximum amount that can be deposited for staking. The
more you deposit, the bigger reward you get. The coins, generated from
staking, can be exchanged for gold coins and then to physical gold at our
partners’gold shop.
4.4 WEOWNS Coin
A WEOWNS Coin is an internal unit of value that was created to allow
users to interact with the internal blockchain and Zero Cost Economy.
The WEOWNS coin is also used as a means of distributing zero cost
benefits among all interested parties.
With a limited initial supply of 21 billion coins, WEOWNS will
obviously be a scarce resource. It can be spent as easily as fiat money.
WEOWNS coin is the ground brick of the internal Zero Cost Economy
and serves as an access key to all global marketplace services and zero
cost transactions carried out within WEOWNS blockchain. They also
serve as the internal unit of Zero Cost payment and are thus used as a
monetary value between ports.
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These coins are liquid financial instrument that provides access to the
powerful functionality of a high-tech blockchain network. Coins are a
universal crypto currency that acts as a medium of exchange in the
WEOWNS infrastructure. The WEOWNS coin can be freely exchanged
by owners for fiat money, as well as other cryptocurrencies.
For this purpose, the coin has passed the listing procedure on
LATOKEN Exchange and will also be on other crypto exchanges. Users
can buy and sell WEOWNS Coins, with the value of the coin determined
based on supply and demand in the open market.
In addition, from the very beginning, the reward received by users
within the wallet of a Masternode and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) holder can
be exchanged for a gold coin and then for physical gold in physical
stores of WEOWNS Partners.
5. Advantages
There are a few objective factors that make WEOWNS the leader in the fast growing
global blockchain technology market.
TO BE FULLY OPERATIONAL PRODUCT
The WEOWNS blockchain will be a fully operational in 2022 to allow users and
businesses to connect to use Zero Cost Marketplace for Zero Cost products and
services.
DIGITAL ZERO COST ECONOMY PAYMENT AND SOCIAL MEDIA USERS
Thanks to the unique blockchain architecture, the social media users will be paid for
using Weownomy social media Platform and for Zero Cost Marketplace services.
MARKET SIZE
WEOWNS will operate in Zero Cost Economy and Social media platform market
that a trillion dollar industry. The market for cryptocurrency payments is huge and
the growth potential is unlimited.
WEOWNS MASTERNODES
The project allows the WEOWNS community to receive sustainable personal income
by participating in the expansion of the Zero Cost payment network. In addition to
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directly contributing to the ecosystem and the security of the coin, Masternodes
operators receive generous rewards for keeping the WEOWNS blockchain secure.

THE CURRENT BUSINESS MODEL OF THE PROJECT
WEOWNS will be the first developer of a revolutionary technology that
successfully generates Zero Cost Economy income through active
participation in shaping the global infrastructure while simultaneously
implementing a deflationary economics model.
This forms a transparent mechanism for the value growth of the
WEOWNS Coin.
WEOWNS DIGITAL CRYPTO PAYMENT CARD
The WEOWNS Card will be released as the first crypto zero cost
economy payment card connected to a crypto merchant. WEOWNS
Card provides the advantages of a simple cold wallet, a crypto savings
cold wallet, a Zero Cost Economy payment crypto wallet, and finally, a
security device for all your assets including the accounts in our Zero
Cost Economy ecosystem.

Disclaimer
The contents of this document are not a financial promotion. None of the
information or analyses presented is intended to form the basis for any investment
decision and no specific recommendations are intended. Therefore, none of the
contents, of this document serve as an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort
of investment activity.
This document is not intended to be a prospectus, solicitation, inducement or
offering for investment or the sale or issuance of securities or any interests or assets.
The information in this document is given in good faith, but no warranties,
guarantees or representations are made by WEOWNS with regard to the accuracy,
completeness or suitability of the information presented.
WEOWNS expressly disclaims any and all responsibility, and Recipients expressly
waive any claim, for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind
whatsoever (whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from: (i)
reliance on any information contained in this document or any information which is
made available in connection with any further inquiries, (ii) any error, omission, or
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in accuracy in any such information, (iii) any action resulting therefrom or (iv) usage
or acquisition of products.
This disclaimer applies notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care.
The Company may update, modify or correct this document in its sole discretion,
without notice or incurring any obligation or liability to any recipient hereof. This
document is strictly confidential and intended to be viewed exclusively by those
recipients (“Recipients”) specifically authorized by the Company. This document
shall not bind, convey any rights, obligations, terms, performance, covenants,
representations or warranties on behalf of the Company to Recipient, or create any
relationship between the Company and any Recipient or any other party.
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